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Performance of Radka Brožková could
be in the recent months described with
the phrase „coming out of the shadow of
her sister“. But it doesn’t seem, that she or
Dana would feel some rivalry against each
other and perhaps their more comparable
shape could be even more fun for them,
which for sure can be told from view
of o-spectators. The fact, that also
Radka can now achieve highest
places on international battleﬁelds,
which she proofed now in Latvia,
is anyway pleasant for Czech fans.

By now, I train
for all disciplines
Congratulation to your success during
EOC! Did you await, that you could achieve the podium result, and even thrice?
Thanks. I haven’t speculated on my
EOC results in advance, thus I really
haven’t expected this.
(cont. on p. 2)

I am stronger this year
After European Championships, it
again looks that here at Moravian
Open in April we really witnessed
small WOC, when we saw AnneMargrethe Hausken, Heli Jukkola
and Lena Eliasson on podium of
the best ones of (not only) long. After Tiomila, just those names were
again very well visible in Latvia,
only with exception of Lena, who
almost for sure would be successful
too, being not hit by serious health
trouble. So now, we asked for interview just the experienced Norwegian, Anne-Margrethe Hausken.
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Hallo Anne, at ﬁrst congratulation to
your double gold collection from EOC.
So far, this year’s results are very promising, so do you feel to be in the best ever
shape and so even closer to an individual WOC medal from a longer distance
this year ? Already last year at Kiev it was
quite close at long… (note – Anne was
fourth there and otherwise she was silver
at relay and sprint in 2005 and bronze on
relays just in 2007).
(cont. on p. 2)
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By now, I train
for all disciplines
(cont. from p. 1)
During last year, you witnessed outstanding performance increase, where do you see its source?
I managed this thanks to systematic training and excellent coach, as well as being
lucky not to suﬀer any injury or illness. Furthermore, I targeted more to development
of general and running strength and I have
more time both for training and recovery.
What disciplines at WOC are you heading
your training strain to?
By now, I train for all of them. What I know
for sure by now is, that I really want to run
middle. When it comes to other disciplines, I am just intensively thinking about it
at this moment :o) The WOC programme
doesn’t make such decisions easier and my
situation got even more complicated after
my promising result in sprint at EOC.

What would you like to improve before WOC?
My plan is to run a couple of quality middle courses, which I would like to face in
earnest way and with best possible performance. I will also target automatizing
of my ability to keep the right direction in
various sorts of terrains. I would also like to
pay attention to work on keeping me cool,
being well tuned inside and also being
enough free from demands for any result.
Do you think, that you could once in future replace your sister in position of number one within the national team? In such case, when?
I am far away from any need to replace
anyone anywhere. If everything goes well,
we can maybe both be number one :o) But
there is no reason to deal with such speculations.obře, tak můžeme být třeba obě
reprezentační jedničky :o) Ale to jsou spekulace, kterými nemá smysl se zabývat.
Questions by Jiří Krejčík
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I am stronger this year
(cont. from p. 1)
I am stronger this year, because my preparations have been very good. During my
career quite a lot of injuries have caused
me some problems, but this winter and
spring has been like a dream.
At relays your teams were a little behind, did
it just happen that it didn’t went according
to plan or did you somehow „experiment“
with selections for particular relay
teams? Where was Marianne Andersen?

We participated with our best relay team,
but all three of us made mistakes and thus
we were far behind the medals. Marianne
Andersen has had achilles problems, but
she is ﬁt for ﬁght again and has run competitions in Norway since end of April.
She will join the WOC team.
When talking about relays – did you run Tiomila? If I am right, thinking, that your home team
is Baekkelagets, I havent’t found you there.
After running for Baekkelaget since 1997,
I changed to Halden SK this year. At Tiomila we were unlucky on the 1st leg, changing over nearly 10 minutes behind. We
never gave up, and I really tried to do my
best to even if I started out on last leg as
number 35. We ﬁnished as
number 15.

Almost 300 competitors
entered so far

On 31 May, the regular entries deadline
expired. The countries entered can be
found on the WOC website http://www.
woc2008.cz/en/homepage/news/entries-deadline.html; as of 10 June, 275
competitors are entered; out of the traditional participants, no entry was yet
received from Belarus and Russia; entries
were not submitted on the right oﬃcial
entry form by Italy, Lithuania, Mongolia,
Romania, Turkey and Ukraine; further IOF
member states remain not entered so
far - Brazil, Kazakhstan, Colombia, Korea,
DPR Korea, Liechtenstein and Moldova.

Media members coming
from all around the world

End of May was set also as registration
deadline for journalists, but in this case, i tis
sure, that interest will be shown until the
very last moment. The current number of
over 50 registered media representatives
from abroad will thus for sure rise notably. By now, the list of journalists entered
is ﬁlled ﬁrstly with two large groups, frm
Finland and Switzerland. The other individuals represent variety of countries and
continents: Canada, Danmark, Estonia,
Germany, Italy, Norway, Poland, Spain
and the United Kingdom.

Swiss and GB teams
selections announced

Following selection races, held on domestic ground, members of Swiss team
for WOC were announced: women – Ines
Brodmann, Caroline Cejka, Rahel Friederich, Vroni König-Salmi, Lea Müller, Seline
Stalder, Angela Wild. Men: Fabian Hertner,
Daniel Hubmann, Marc Lauenstein, Matthias Merz, Matthias Müller, Baptiste Rollier, David Schneider. Reserves are Franziska Wolleb and Andreas Rüedlinger.
Great Britain will be represented in Olomouc by following competitors: women - Helen Bridle, Rachael Elder, Sarah
Rollins, Pippa Whitehouse, Helen Winskill, men – Jon Duncan, Scott Fraser,
Graham Gristwood, Oli Johnson, Jamie
Stevenson. Non-travelling reserves are
Helen Palmer and Matt Speake.
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World Cup 2008
opened
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Oh yes, I see now, just 26 seconds slower
time than Lena Eliasson (although Heli Jukkola was even faster then). Cutting 20 places
is quite good performance... What led you to
change for Halden, better conditions, team of
motivated runners?
I changed to Halden SK this year because
the club has a strong focus on map trainings through the whole year. Halden
area oﬀers to me unknown terrains, and
no snow during winter. Halden SK coach
Kenneth Buch is paid 75%, and he does
a great job making diﬃcult courses for day
and night orienteering. The club has a lot
of motivated runners, and I am impressed
by the high level on the weekly trainings.
I still live and work in Oslo, however during winter Anders (note – Anders Nordberg, also changed for Halden this year,
see WOC News 4) and I usually went to
Halden for two days (four trainings) those
weeks where we did not attend training
camps abroad. Halden is 90 minutes drive
from Oslo, but once I’m there I only train
or relax – and spend the night at comfortable Park Hotel, that support us.
When being member of the top team - are
you professional runner are do you have some
part-time „civil“ job?
In Oslo, I work part-time on my PhD, that
I plan to ﬁnish during 2009. It’s a ﬂexible
job, and I guess I work in average 25%
during the year – more during autumn, less during the rest
of the year.

I believe you would like to run long at WOC
but I also suppose, you will be neccessary at
relays – how do you „invite“, that these races
will be in two following days?
Ideally, there would be a rest day after long
distance, but there isn’t, so we just have to
accept that. The program is favourable for
those nations having so many top runners
that they can put together relay teams
with runners not participating in long.
I guess most of the best women will run
both long and relay anyway, but not that
many men. Among the men, the relay becomes more a competition of who has the
most top runners rather then who has the
best top runners.
Concerning the other disciplines, sprint and
middle, would you like to run both or just
sprint?
That will be decided by the Norwegian
Team Coach, Göran Andersson...
Well, something about prepare for WOC - how
many times have you visited Czech forests
during preparation for Czech WOC?
I have attended national team training
camps October 2007, April 2008 and now
we again arrived for six days in June 2008,
before heading directly to Jukola. I have
also been to Czech previously, like PWT
2004, WC ﬁnal 2002, Euromeeting I don’t
remember when, and some training
camps.
And have you included something special
to your training towards the Czech terrains?
I think, these might be more hilly comparing
to Ukraine and Denmark.

The three events of the European OChamps in Latvia were also the ﬁrst
round of the World Cup, which thus
started for this year‘s season and we
can see the leading standings. Two of
the ﬁnishmen, who ﬁghted for Tiomila
victory, are on the top of the men’s
ranking - Swiss Daniel Hubmann leads
just by 5 points ahead of Swedish Emil
Wingstedt (210 and 205, resp.) with
Thierry Gueorgiou the third (135),
followed by surprise of EOC, Russian
Dmitriy Tsvetkov, Latvian Mārtiņš
Sirmais and Finnish Pasi Ikonen. The
winner of both EOC women sprint
and long distance, Norwegian Anne
Margrethe Hausken (237), left the two
Finnish competitors, Heli Jukkola (180)
and Merja Rantanen (165), far behind,
with Russian Tatyana Riabkina, Swedish Emma Engstrand and Finnish Minna Kauppi on the fourth to sixth place.
These standings, however, will change
before WOC, during the forthcoming
Norsk O-festivalen, the second World
Cup round to be held in Siggerud, Norway, on 20 and 21 June.

What the weather will be?

We are less than a month to go, thus we
can already try to estimate what weather can we await during WOC. But the
fact, that long-term forecasts can miss
the reality in the end, was conﬁrmed just
in recent weeks, because not so long
time ago, quite warm June, with average
amount of rainfalls, followed by tropical
July, was announced, while now, the
forecast is somewhat colder. At this moment, the Czech Hydrometeorological
Institute supposes, that the period until
10 July will bring average temperatures
and over-average rainfalls. Statistics tell,
that average temperature in the Czech
Republic is 16.6 degrees of Celsius in this
period, which really quite suits to the
short-term forecast for the week until
20 June, when the highest day temperatures shouldn’t exceed 17-21 degrees
and occasional rainfalls can occure every
day. You can check the further development for example on www.chmi.cz.
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I have changed my training this year, including more technique training. I have
therefore run more in the terrain. Because
of no injuries I have also been able to increase the total amount of running. I do
some very short sprints uphill every week.
And can be there something, you are afraid of
in Czech terrains?
No, I don’t know of anything like that!
So are you of the opinion, that from map and
technical side, Czech terrains are quite a lot
easier than your home forests (which I think is
for sure right...)?
I guess „afraid“ is not a word I often use in
relation to sports, however I prefer to be
humble and prepared of some surprises
regarding terrain and courses. Anyway, I always trust that WOC map makers, course
planners and controllers do their best to
secure fair and demanding competitions!
I already asked Anders Nordberg, but he didn’t
look to be 100% sure :) When Norwegian team
will be selected – after O-Festivalen ? Or are
some names sure already now after EOC?
Some names will be ready quite soon after
EOC, and the rest right after the WC races
in Norway.

What is basically your training about – more endurance running,
more uphills, more intervals? Or something
from each...? Or can you also reveal some
basic volumes (such hours or km per training
year).
I train approximately 700 hours per year.
I did not run any intervals this winter or
spring. I did a radical change this winter: Since November 1st last year, nearly
100% of my high intensity training has
been map trainings. Only once per month
I have run fast without a map in my hand.
Those monthly exceptions were an uphill test (twice during winter), a road race
(once) a treadmill test (once) or – the
week before EOC – my ﬁrst and only interval this year.
What are you doing through winter, skiing
a lot or still ﬁrstly running?
This winter, I ran a lot more than before.
However, I still visit the swimming pool
90 minutes x 2 every week (aqua jog and
swimming) and also like to go skiing – being a former cross country skier and skiorienteer. I also spend some 3 hours per
week doing injury-preventive strength
training, in addition to normal strength
training.

What is your best time for 3 or 5 km on athletic
track now and what was it when you were, let’s
say, 16-18 (if you remember).
I had a lot fun doing athletics when I was
younger, and think I did 3000m in 10.24 at
16 (1992…). After becoming a senior my ﬁrst
steps on a track were made during a national team training camp in November 2005,
where I did 9.55. I haven’t visited the track
since then – I don’t see why I should since we
never do during an orienteering race…
Who do you think, that will belong to the most
serious favourites in women’s competitions at
WOC?
I guess at least all the top 6 girls from EOC
dream of WOC medals…
And who do you estimate to be amongst best
between men?
I cross my ﬁngers for a strong guy that
I have learnt a lot from… Anders!
Questions by Petr Kadeřávek
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